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MONDAY, 24th of June 2019

PANEL A  
Chair: Bruno Castanho Silva

9:00  “Judiciary under attack? Populists in Government and the Independence of the Judiciary”. Didem Seyis & Hayley Munir


“The Economic Consequences of Populism. Bringing the State Back In: The Rise of Selective Economic Nationalism” Paula Ganga

PANEL B  
Chair: Elif Erisen

11:30  “Threat or Corrective? The Relationship between Populism and Different Models of Democracy.” Anna Lührmann, Saskia Ruth-Lovell & Sandra Grahn

“The ambiguous relationship between populism and the use of direct democracy in Latin America” Saskia Ruth-Lovell & Yanina Welp

“Populism as Instrument of Democracy? Elections and Representation under Populist Rule” Ryan E. Carlin & Steven M. Van Hauwaert

PANEL C  
Chair: Steven Van Hauwaert

15:00  “Remaking the Nation From Heaven: Evangelical vote for Bolsonaro and the Backlash Against Race as the Marker of Brazilian Nationality” Vinicius Rodrigues Vieira

“The Rise of Populist Parties and Local, National, and European Identifications in the EU.” Elif Erisen

“How populist voters understand democracy. Evidence from Europe and Latin America” Matthew Singer & Nina Wiesehomeier

TUESDAY, 25th of June 2019

PANEL D  
Chair: Alexandra Homolar

9:00  “The Legitimation of Global Populism: How Populist Foreign Policies Empower the Challenge to the Liberal World Order” Daniel Wajner

“Populist parties, Euroscepticism and Persistent Non-Compliance with EU Law” Robert A. Huber, Thomas Lehner & Carsten Wegscheider

“Populism and Foreign Policy: Characteristics, Sources, Policy Implications and Responses” Angelos Chryssogelos

PANEL E  
Chair: Saskia Ruth-Lovell

11:30  “Enemies of the People’: The political mobilization of insecurity in contemporary populism” Alexandra Homolar & Georg Löffmann

“The international wheels surrounding populism – Multilateralism, Global Constitutionalism and counter-democratic responses” Cristiane Lucena Carneiro & Marcos Paulo Komatsu

“Nationalism, Economic Nationalism, and Populism in US Foreign Policy under Trump” Jean-Christophe Boucher & Cameron G. Thies

PANEL F  
Chair: Eliza Hawkins

15:00  “Populist rhetoric and social polarization in Mexico” Rodolfo Sarsfield

WEDNESDAY, 26th of June 2019

PANEL G  
Chair: Matt Singer

9:00  “The Electoral Consequences of Populist Participation in Government” Marco Pastor & Pedro Riera

“Left-Populism in the Rural U.S. - Grassroots Electoral Organizing in Trump Country” Biko Koenig

“The Rhetorics that Respond to Populism” Eliza Hawkins, Kirk Hawkins & Scott Church

PANEL H  
Chair: Angelos Chryssogelos

11.30  “Sortition and direct democracy – mitigating populist rhetoric? Insights from a case study in Switzerland” Alexander Geisler & Nenad Stojanovic

“Trust in Mitigation of Populist Beliefs and Behavior” Cengiz Erisen, Levante Litvay & Bruno Castanho Silva

“Resentment vs. Gratitude: Support for Democracy-Eroding Populists” Jennifer McCoy, Bruno Castanho Silva, Levente Litvay, Clark Demas & Daniel Lanford